
With SkySlope’s easy to use checklists and log, you will be more compliant than ever, allowing more time 
to focus on things that matter most, such as growing your business. 

Transaction Checklist
Every state has disclosures and contracts specific to them. Furthermore, every type of 
transaction or listing has its own unique set of required documentation. This ensures that  
no files are closed without all the required documentation for that specific property.  

Digital Footprint
SkySlope’s log keeps a digital footprint of everything that is done within the platform.  
This includes all emails from any party associated with the transaction. This digital footprint 
ensures that there will be no future discrepancies regarding a closed transaction.   

Email & Text Message Tracking
Each transaction in SkySlope has its own property specific email address and email tracking.  
This makes saving all correspondence pertaining to a transaction effortless.  With the recent 
release of our mobile app, SkySlope is currently the only platform on the market that has 
text message tracking.  This feature is a must have for all brokers looking to  
remain compliant.  

Agent Mobile App
To be successful in today’s real estate market, an agent needs to have access to all of their 
files and contacts via their mobile devices.  SkySlope recognizes this and created their apps 
to ensure any contact, transaction, or file is only one click away on any device.  
 
DigiSign
Digital signing is quickly becoming both agents’ and clients’ preferred method for signing 
all contracts and disclosures.  SkySlope has developed its own fully integrated e-signing 
platform called DigiSign.  Applying signatures to any contract or disclosure is as simple as 
dragging and dropping signature blocks.  DigiSign follows all the criteria required by both 
the E-SIGN Act as well as the European Union’s Directive on eSignatures.  

Support
SkySlope knows that brokers, agents, and staff are working around the clock and don’t have 
time to wait for answers.  Therefore, SkySlope’s industry leading support guarantees that 
there will be a representative available 24/7, to answer questions instantly via live chat, 
phone, or email.  
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